OVERVIEW

Stratalogica is a web-based program that overlays Nystrom thematic and historical maps on top of google earth [providing an absolutely amazing way to teach and learn geography].
THREE USES

1) Tier One Instruction
2) Project Based Learning
3) Assessment
TIER ONE INSTRUCTION
Create a “pop up” on the map of the Roman Empire that accurately depicts the location of each of these buildings; in the description you must explain the when these buildings were built, what their intended purpose was as well as explain the architectural styles present in each.
The World History Package was $999.99

This price purchased 200 licenses for the next five years.

This is the second year I have had Stratalogica in my APWH classroom and I have yet to use half of my licenses... which brings me to the most important portion of my presentation - I have made a full Stratalogica account for everyone in the room.
YOUR ACCOUNT

Username: CForum PD #
Password: CForum PD #

App Store: stratalogica
URL: www.stratalogica.com

Note: Account provides access to both the iPad App as well as the web-based software